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I . INTRODUCTION

This report discusses the results of ground geo 

physical surveys {magnetometer and Radem) conducted on 

claims held by Amax Exploration, Inc., in the Tommyhow 

area, N. W. Ontario. The location of the property is shown 

in Figure 1; the list of claims for which assessment credit 

is requested is specified in Appendix A.

The topography is somewhat rougher than is charac 

teristic of the central shield. Several abrupt scarps are 

present, which occasioned some problems in interpreting 

the results of the Radem survey.

1 l - PREVIOUS WORK

The property under discussion was previously staked 

by Dome Exploration in 1972, presumably as a result of an 

A. E. M. survey. Dome reportedly carried out ground geophysics 

and is known to have drilled one hole just north of the 

present baseline near Line 60W. Other companies known to 

have conducted exploration in the immediately adjacent area 

in recent years include Phelps Dodge and Labrador Mining.
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III. GEOLOGY

The general geology of the Tommyhow area is comprised 

of a small belt of Archean metavolcanics, apparently folded 

along an E-W axis (see ODM Map P. 326). The central portion 

is predominantly felsic volcanics, with the outer margins 

predominantly andesitic.

From limited field reconnaissance conducted by Amax, 

the geological setting on the present claim group consists of 

an assemblage of rhyolitic and dacitic volcanics, in part 

tuffs and agglomerates. The N.E. corner of the property, 

immediately north of conductor A (see below), is underlain 

by andesitic volcanics, which probably are stratigraphically 

below the felsic assemblage.

IV. SURVEY DESCRIPTION

A survey grid was cut and chained by Sigouin and 

Hussey during December 1975, totalling 25.3 miles. An E-W 

baseline was cut first, with cross lines at 400 foot intervals 

oriented N-S.

The geophysical surveys were conducted by Wilf 

Sigouin and John Hussey of Timmins, Ontario, during the 

period December 4 to 15, 1975, and final drafting completed 

January 15, 1976.

The magnetometer survey was executed with a McPhar 

M700 fluxgate magnetometer, measuring relative variations in 

the vertical component of the magnetic field. Initially, a 

base station was established at L28W;00 with secondary base 

stations subsequently read in along the base line at 400 foot 

intervals. Readings were then taken on the N-S line grid.
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Station interval was 100 feet, with fill-in readings at 50 

foot intervals where significant magnetic variations were 

observed. A total of - 1 500 magnetometer readings were 

taken over the 25,3 miles of survey grid. Data for all N-S 

traverses were adjusted to a common datum by using the 

intermediate base stations established along the base line 

at the intersection with the N-S lines.

The VLF-EM survey employed a Crone Radem unit. 

Both dip angle and horizontal field strength were recorded 

at 100 foot intervals, using the VLF transmitter station 

in Seattle, Washington. Only dip angle readings were taken 

in the eastern quarter of the grid, as signal strength was 

inadequate to enable meaningful measurement of the horizontal 

field strength. A total of - 1 200 Radem readings were taken 

over the 21.5 miles of survey grid.

V. PRESENTATION OF DATA

All the geophysical data is presented at a scale of 

l" - 400' superimposed on the survey grid together with prin 

cipal topographic features and claim locations and numbers.

The corrected magnetometer values are annotated at 

the stations along the traverses and contoured as shown on 

Figure 2.
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The Radem dip angles and horizontal field strength 

values are annotated along the traverses read and plotted 

as profiles a t l' * 400 and l" = 2005K. Because several 

different background field strength settings were used, 

contouring of the HFS values cannot be carried out.

VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Magnetometer Survey

The principal anomalies disclosed by the magnetometer 

survey lie in an E-W belt staddling the baseline. In detail, 

this central anomalous zone is characterized by a series of 

narrow, linear anomalies of moderate amplitude. Individual 

anomalies have rather obvious continuity over lengths ranging 

from 1,000 to 5,000 feet and clearly represent stratigraphic 

horizons. There is weak evidence for minor cross-faulting 

disrupting the continuity of the magnetic horizons. The in 

ferred axes of the principal anomalies are shown on the con 

toured magnetic data. Most of these anomalies will be subse 

quently seen to relate closely to the conductors detected by 

Radem surveys. Depth to the magnetic sources is clearly 

quite shallow, with dips essentially vertical.

Elsewhere on the property, the magnetic data show 

a number of very restricted anomalies, in many cases confined 

one or two stations along a traverse. No particular signi 

ficance is attached to these features.
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B. Radem Survey

The Radem survey disclosed a zone of multiple 

conductors extending E-W across the centre of the survey 

grid and coincident with the Otter A.E.M. anomaly sought 

after. The axes and continuity of individual conductors 

C-K, as shown in Figure 3, have been derived by examining 

the horizontal field strength as well as the dip angle 

readings (depending on how individual conductor segments 

are correlated with adjacent features, at least four 

separate conductive horizons are present). Because of 

shallow overburden and anomaly shape, all these anomalies 

are inferred to arise from bedrock conductors. Comparison 

of the Radem conductors with the magnetometer data readily 

reveals a close correspondence between individual Radem 

conductors and the principal magnetic anomalies.

In the N.E. corner of the property, two distinct 

Radem conductors (A 4 B) strike W.N.W. Conductor A (and its 

likely extension A ) is long and non-magnetic, while conductor 

B is short (-600') and is weakly associated with a very local 

magnetic anomaly. A weak non-magnetic A.E.M. anomaly was 

recorded over this zone.

Finally, anomaly L in the S.E. corner was detected 

at the ends of three lines. It may be a legitimate bedrock 

conductor, but further work is required to confirm or deny 

this speculative conclusion. A very weak, single line A.E.M. 

anomaly was recorded in this area.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The combined magnetometer and Radem surveys have 

successfully served to confirm and define two A.E.M. ano 

malous zones. Figure 5 presents a synoptic portrayal of 

the inferred location and continuity of the significant 

EM conductors, the magnetic features that coincide or 

closely correlate with them and additional anomalies of 

questionable character.

The central zone contains at least 4 separate 

conductive horizons (conductors C-K), all of which are 

essentially coincident with a significant magnetic anomaly. 

Massive sulphides with a significant pyrrhotite content are 

the anticipated source of these conductors.

Two additional conductive horizons (A and B) were 

defined in the N-E quadrant. Conductor A is long and non 

magnetic; conductor B is short and is weakly associated 

with a discrete local magnetic anomaly. Graphite and/or 

pyrite is anticipated to be the cause of these conductors.

A minimum of 6 drill holes are recommended to 

test the six conductive horizons. Overburden is unlikely 

to exceed 25 feet, so that 250 foot holes should be 

adequate.

Finally, additional Radem traverses are suggested 

to substantiate or eliminate the possibility that anomaly 

L in the S-E corner is a genuine bedrock conductor.

Roth / R j. Roussain
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GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT UK REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION. CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey—- 

Township or Area. 
Claim holder(s) —

Magnetic and V.L.F.
Kashishboq
Amax Exploration, Inc.

Author of Report. 
Address-—-———

Roth f R . J ,

55 Algnnguln Blvd. West, Timmins, Ont.
Covering Dates of Stirvy December 4 t 1975 - January 15 , 1 976

(linccutting to office)

Total Miles of Line cut . 25.3.——-—--————-—-————————-—-

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) tor first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical 

-Electromagnetic.

DAYS
per claim

an
i ?n

—Radiometric.

-Other____

AiRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply to airborne surveys)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic. . Radiometric
(enter days per claim)

iiATF.; April 14 r 1976sir.NATiiRK- l

FROJKCrs SECTION 
Res. Geol..
Previous

i.———————j.———j————i

Surveys *2.' \ | L
jalifi cations
^lU

Checked by. .date.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

J* Approved by.

GEOLOGICAL BRANCH.

Approved by.. -date —

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

TB..43BD22..................IB,438Q.21..
(prefix) (number)

IB...43BD23...................T.B..420449

.TB..438D2.4.................JB.42Q450

.TB..A38D25..................m.420451.

JB..438J326.....................................

.T8..43802J..........4..... . .A.....^nfff.

T8..43802&............—^-^^-^---1.0. "

m,43M?.9............

B...4.3S.0.3.0,

B...4.3.8.Q.3.2,
B...4.3.8.0.3.3,
JB...4.3.8.Q.3.4,

.m..4.3.3.0.3.5,
^ 
JB...4.4.4.2.9.5.,

TJB...4.4.4.29.7,

^

.IB..438Q19.
25

TOTAL CLAIMS



Show instrument technical data in cut li space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable"

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

M'RYKYS

Number of Stations. 

Station interval ——— 

Lint: spacing——-——

Approximately 1200 .Number of Readings Apprnyjmat.ply ?OQQ

.100' - 50'
400'

Profile scale or Contour intervals. l" g 40*-
(specify fur each type of survey)

Instrument. McPhar MF 7QQ

Accuracy - Scale constant — 

Diurnal correction method. 

Base station location———.

2Q per division

Aypyaging drift Over t-h6 days production

____l?fiyi;pn with secondary Stations at 4QQ' intervals along the 

_______________base line———————————————————————————————
ELEClROMACiNETlC 

Instrument.—™——--——————

Coil configuration. 

Coil separation —— 

Accuracy,——.-—— 

Method: 

Krcqucncy_____

Tnfi nito

2 per.scale division
D Fixed transmitter D Shoot back D Inline Parallel line

, Washi"gt(

Parameters measured. 
(iKAVHV

Instrument -—————-

(specify V.L.fc'. station)
Dip angle and field strength

Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy————————————————— 
INDL'CKI) POLAR1/AT10N RESISTIVITY

Instrument.

Time domain. 

Frequency—.

Power^^—-—-

Frequency domain.

. Range———™———

Electrode array—— 

Electrode spacing. 

Type of electrode ,
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AREA OF

KASHISHIBOG LAKE

DISTRICT OF
THUNDER BAY

THUNDER BAY 
MINING DIVISION

SCALE: l-INCHzz4O CHAINS

LEGEND

PATENTED LAND

CROWN LAND SALE
LEASES

LOCATED L AND
LICENSE OF OCCUPATION

MINING RIGHTS ONLY

SURFACE R IGHTS ONLY
ROADS

IMPROVED ROADS

KING'S H IGHWAYS
RAILWAYS

POWER LINES

MARSH OR MUSKEG
MINES

CANCELLED

c.s.

LOG.
L.O. 

M R O. 
S R O.

c.

t*GTES
400' Reserve around all Lakes S Rivers to Depf. 
of Land? S Forests"

DATE OF ISSUE 

APR 2 3 1976

SURVEYS AND MAPPING 
BRAljCffL.—L,^

NATIONAL TOPOGRAPHIC SERIES 52 H 13
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NOTES

400 1 Surface Rights Reservation around 
all lakes and rivers.

DATE OF ISSUE

JUN291976
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NATIONAL TOPOGRAPHIC SERIES 52 H13

PLAN NO. M.2944
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